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ABSTRACT

It is quite common to use spatial language in the description of the sensation of sound: A sound can be big or
small, it can be edgy, flat or round, a tone can be high or low, a melody rising or falling – all these linguistic
metaphors are apparently emerging from the crossmodal correspondences of perception. An auditory object can
have a metaphorical size, shape and position in space besides its (perceived) physical size, shape and position in
space. The present paper reviews research on crossmodal effects and related findings from different disciplines
that might shine a light on the production and aesthetics of spatial audio. In addition, some preliminary results of
experiments with complex spatial sonic structures are presented.

1 Introduction

In audio engineering, the spatial representation of
sound is often regarded a solely technical issue. But
then it is quite common to use spatial language in the
description of the sensation of sound: A sound can be
big or small, it can be edgy, flat or round, a tone can
be high or low, a melody rising or falling. All these
linguistic metaphors apparently are expressions of the
crossmodal correspondences of perception, the linking
between typically an auditory perception like pitch or
intensity of a sound and a visual perception like ver-
tical position, size or brightness of a physical object.
An auditory object thus can have a metaphorical size,
shape and position in space besides its (perceived) phys-
ical size, shape and position in space. And obviously,

physical and metaphorical features of a spatial audio
production can be more or less congruent.

The crossmodal correspondences can be related to em-
bodied cognition and to the way the mind conceptual-
izes not only the physical environment but also abstract
ideas in spatial imagery. A specific focus here is set
on the height scheme, providing the spatial framework
for some very basic conceptual metaphors of the mind,
like “happy is up, sad is down”.

Some questions arise from these ideas:

• Can a listener distinguish between the metaphori-
cal and physical properties of a sound?

• Can the metaphorical properties of sound be re-
garded as universal?
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• Do spatial cognition and the conceptual spatial
metaphors of the mind have an influence on the
emotional impact of actual spatial positions of au-
ditory objects, of their spatial relations and spatial
trajectories?

2 Spatial metaphors of sound

2.1 Early findings of philosophy, psychology
and linguistics

In 1883, the German philosopher Carl Stumpf stated
that we express the sensation of tone “with a certain
psychological necessity” in spatial metaphors, most
evident in the “height” of a tone: “The power of spatial
imagery of tones is indeed remarkable.”1 [1: 189]. In
the following he discusses other metaphorical descrip-
tions, stating that “we ascribe in general a ›dull, dark‹
emotional character to the low tones, a ›sharp, bright‹
emotional character to the high tones.”2 [1: 203] And
finally he notes the interdependence of pitch and the
perceived “size” or “volume” of the auditory object:

“In the imagination, the low tones have a larger circum-
ference.”3 [1: 207].

Visual metaphors of sound identifed by Stumpf thus are
height, size and brightness, the first two being spatial
metaphors, besides other descriptions like sharpness.

In the early 20th century those intersensory metaphors
attracted attention in the new field of gestalt psychol-
ogy. Wolfgang Köhler presented in 1929 the famous
“Maluma/Takete” experiment on the metaphorical shape
of sound: The subjects were asked to assign the mean-
ingless words “Maluma” and “Takete” to abstract fig-
ures, one rather round, the other rather edgy – the
answers have been very consistent. This experiment
has since then been successfully reproduced numerous
times, the phenomenon nowadays often referred to as
“Bouba/Kiki effect” [2: 224f], [3].

The idea of the shape of a sound comes naturally: stu-
dents asked to draw sounds they are presented with
often come to surprisingly similar results (Fig. 1).

1“Die Kraft der Raumsymbolik bei Tönen ist in der That auffall-
end.”

2“So schreiben wir den tiefen Tönen im Allgemeinen einen
›dumpfen, dunklen‹, den hohen Tönen einen ›scharfen, hellen‹
Gefühlscharakter zu.”

3“Den tiefen Tönen kommt in der Vorstellung eine grössere Aus-
dehnung zu.”

Fig. 1: Scribbles from communication design students
asked to draw various sounds, top: small gong
hit with a mallet, middle: large wooden tea box
hit with the hand, bottom: spinning sound of a
fishing reel

Parallel with Köhler but independent of his work, and
probably unaware of Stumpf, the linguist Edward Sapir
studied the phenomenon of “phonetic symbolism” in
English language, namely the perceived “size” of vow-
els, finding that /a/ and /o/ are perceived “larger” as /e/
and /i/ [4].

Two years earlier, Diedrich Westermann – investigating
“sound pictures” (Lautbilder) or ideophones in the West
African languages Kpelle and Nyangbo – noted that in
these languages exist pairs of similar words, composed
with either “dark” vowels like /u/ and /o/ or “bright”
vowels like /e/ and /i/, that refer to similar objects but
of different size, thickness or brightness [5].

Today, in the context of linguistics it is common to de-
scribe the vowel /i/ as “high, bright, small” in contrast
to the “low, dark, large” /o/ or /u/ (see e.g. Jakobson
and Waugh [6])4. This inherent meaning of certain
vocal sounds appears to be expressed specifically in
a language’s ideophones, rendering words metaphori-
cally meaningful5. The most remarkable finding here
is that a consistent “sound symbolism” or “phonetic
symbolism” can be found across cultures.

Stumpf’s thoughts on language, Köhler’s findings of a
“gestalt” of the auditory object, the linguist’s findings

4This “sound symbolism” or “phonetic symbolism” is consis-
tent with the “pitch/height”, “pitch/size” and “pitch/brightness”
metaphors identified by Stumpf, as the frequency of the second
formant of the /i/ is roughly one octave above that for the /o/ and /u/.

5One of numerous examples in English is the naming of fictional
characters according to their appearance, e.g. “Pooh” and “Piglet” in
A.A. Milne’s wonderful children’s stories.
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on phonetic symbolism all can be summed up as cross-
modal metaphors, as the description of the sensation
of sound in the terminology of other sensory modali-
ties like vision or touch. Crossmodal metaphors render
sound meaningful with visual or haptic properties of a
percept that is imagined as a thing, as a bounded and
tangible physical object in space.

Lakoff and Johnson note in their seminal work on
the metaphorical structure of thought and reasoning:

“Once we can identify our experiences as entities or sub-
stances, we can refer to them, categorize them, group
them, and quantify them – and, by this means, reason
about them.” [7: 25]

Fig. 2: David Gibson, The Art of Mixing (Youtube
video tutorial)

In fact, the thingness of the auditory object with its
crossmodal properties is so inevitable that it not only
works as a seemingly natural visualization of sound
in mixing tutorials (Fig. 2) but even is used for objec-
tive descriptions in the audio engineering world, just
one example being DELTA’s “sound wheel”, designed
as a tool for loudspeaker assessments with terms like
“brilliance” or “bass depth” [8].

2.2 A cross-cultural view

A brief look into different languages, including non-
Indo-European languages, supports the assumption
that the “height” of a sound is a widespread linguis-
tic metaphor of pitch. According to a short informal
sample taken by the authors, musical pitch is known
to be “high” or “low” in languages as different as Ara-
bic (Lebanon), Hebrew, Bulgarian, Czech, Polish, Rus-
sian, Danish, Dutch, German, Welsh, Latvian, Estonian,

French, Italian, Portuguese, Romanian, Spanish, Arme-
nian, Burmese (Myanmar), Chinese (Hunan), Nepalese,
Japanese, Vietnamese, and Indonesian6.

Less frequently found metaphorical descriptions of
pitch are the thickness of sound, e.g. in Armenian, Rus-
sian, Farsi∗, Kichwa (Ecuador), Latin American Span-
ish (e.g. Colombia, Ecuador), Turkish∗, and Zapotec∗

(Mexico), and the related metaphor of size, e.g. in
Bashi† (Congo), Basongye† (Congo), Jabo† (Liberia),
Kpelle‡ (Liberia), and again in Armenian and Zapotec∗

(Mexico)7.

Stumpf already identified width or thickness as a
metaphor of pitch as well as the sharp-heavy oppo-
site pair in ancient Greek and Roman cultures [1], the
latter still common in the Romance languages (agudo-
grave / acuto-grave / aigu-grave). Similarly, sharpness
is used e.g. in Bhojpuri (India/Bihar), Chinese (Hunan),
Farsi∗ and Alemannic (Germany)8. In some languages
even brightness is a metaphor of pitch, e.g. in Danish,
Swedish, Alemannic (Germany) and Latin American
Spanish (e.g. Colombia, Ecuador)9.

Quite often subjects mention multiple metaphors of
pitch. It seems likely that similar crossmodal meatphors
are used throughout cultures, referring to similar (but
probably not identical) perceptual features like pitch or
timbre – hence the “bright” cymbal, the “sharp” snare,
the “fat” bassdrum. And of course, the perceptual
boundary between pitch and timbre itself appears to be
fuzzy, at least in the description of non-tonal sounds.

2.3 Crossmodal correspondences

The linguistic crossmodal metaphors obviously are
expressions of the crossmodal correspondences10 of
perception, connections between the different sensory
modalities – mainly visual and auditory –, not to be con-
fused with the likewise individual and rare phenomenon
of synaesthesia. Crossmodal correspondences are a
mechanism that supports orienting in a complex envi-
ronment by organizing multisensory stimuli referring

6Data by the authors.
7Data by the authors, except ∗after Shayan et al. [9], †after Mer-

riam [10: 96f, 118], ‡after Stone [11].
8Data by the authors, except ∗Shayan et al. [9].
9Data by the authors.

10Terminology according to Spence [12]. Also referred to as
intersense modality, cross-modality reference, synaesthetic cross-
modality correspondence, inter-modal association, cross-modal
equivalence, cross-modal similarity, cross-modal mapping, or cross-
domain mapping.
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to the same objects, in addition to semantic and spa-
tiotemporal factors.

They appear to be based mainly either on innate neural
connections, or on infant development following the
most likely properties of the physical environment [12].
There might also exist “semantically mediated” corre-
spondences, assuming that arbitrarily the same words
are used for different sensory modalities, but as such
connections would be of lesser interest for the topic
they shall be skipped here.

Crossmodal correspondences have been investigated
mainly since the 1980’s and then extensively since the
2010’s [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24].
They are examined typically through “speeded discrim-
ination” or “speeded choice reaction” tests, where the
subject’s reaction time to multisensory stimuli is mea-
sured. It appears that with congruent stimuli – e.g. a
figure with a high position on the screen combined with
a high-pitched sound on the headphones – the task (e.g.
identifying the position on the screen) is performed
significantly faster in comparison to the presentation of
incongruent stimuli, e.g. a figure with a high position
on the screen combined with a low-pitched sound on
the headphones.

Correspondences have been examined and verified be-
tween pitch or spectral weight on the one hand and
spatial height, brightness, shape (rather edgy or rather
round, cf. “Bouba/Kiki”), size (cf. phonetic symbol-
ism), surface structure (in form of spatial frequency),
and vertical direction of movement on the other hand,
as well as between sound intensity and brightness.

Summing up the research on crossmodal correspon-
dences, a sound with dominant high frequencies
matches with a small, bright, edgy object with a po-
sition high in space. A sound with dominant low fre-
quencies matches with a large, dark, round object with
a position low in space. A sound with increasing fre-
quency represents an upwards directed movement and
vice versa – according to Stumpf, Berlioz was mocking
a fellow composer who utilized this as figurative spatial
movement [1: 191].

In recent years there has been a discussion if specifi-
cally the pitch/height mapping can be considered uni-
versal – an important question bearing in mind the rele-
vance of the height metaphor for spatial audio. Spence
assumed it to be semantically mediated and therewith

language dependent [12: 978ff]. Since then, more re-
search discussed the topic controversially, focusing
specifically on preverbal infants [20, 23, 25]. However,
the matter can be regarded as settled: In 2018, Walker
et al. provided evidence of pitch/height mapping in
newborn children [26], and in 2019 the pitch/height
correspondence was even found in dogs [27].

Notably, not all crossmodal correspondences of percep-
tion find their expression in the linguistic metaphors of
a particular language. And conversely, language might
affect the spatial conceptualization of auditory percep-
tion [28, 29]. Dolscheid et al. state: “People who use
different linguistic space-pitch metaphors also think
about pitch differently.” [28]

Crossmodal correspondences not only facilitate the con-
struction of audiovisual objects from auditory and vi-
sual percepts, they can basically affect auditory percep-
tion. Metaphorical properties and perceived physical
properties of the auditory object can be indistinguish-
able.

The interdependence of pitch and perceived height of
the auditory object was first described in 1930 by Caroll
Pratt (“pitch height effect” or “Pratt’s effect”). Under
the impression of the works of Stumpf and Köhler, and
specifically discussing Stumpf in-depth, Pratt investi-
gated this most obvious intersensory connection. In his
experiment, Pratt set up a test with pure tones in octave
relations. He concluded: “High tones are phenomeno-
logically higher in space than low ones.” [30]

Pratt’s findings have later been reproduced repeatedly,
both with tone bursts and band-limited noise [31, 32].
Likewise, it has been shown that the perceived size
of the auditory object depends of pitch [33, 34], as it
depends of e.g. spatially distributed decorrelated signal
content known to induce the “apparent source width”.

A different effect of the crossmodal correspondence
was recently investigated, showing that the judgment
of musical pitch is biased by vertical movement of
the listener [35] – a direct expression of embodied
cognition (see below, section 3.3).

3 Spatial cognition

3.1 Body-related perception of space

Olson and Bialystok quote Darwin with the question:
“Has the oyster a necessary notion of space?”[36] –
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presumably not, as space is experienced through move-
ment and interaction with the environment, and as men-
tal representations of the spatial environment at least
for humans are grounded in bodily experience [36, 37].

Olson and Bialystok argue that spatial relations and
spatial trajectories are not conceptualized in a uniform
and homogeneous three-dimensional space, but that
spatial cognition is based on three basically different
body related Cartesian axes front/back, left/right, and
up/down or high/low. Spatial relations and movements
along these axes are easier to perceive and to concep-
tualize than other orientations [36]. The vertical axis
appears specifically meaningful due to gravity [36, 37].

More complex spatial relations, namely the orien-
tation along oblique axes, are not as easy to per-
ceive. The recognition of oblique structures is more
time-consuming as of vertical or horizontal structures
[36: 182ff, 205ff]. The media theorist Rudolf Arnheim,
pupil of Köhler, points out the “dynamics of oblique-
ness” in visual perception: “obliqueness always [...]
is seen as a gradually increasing deviation from, or
approximation of, the stable positions of the vertical
and horizontal” [38: 88].

3.2 Conceptual metaphors referring to space
and movement

“I’ve looked at clouds from both sides now /
From up and down, and still somehow / It’s
cloud illusions I recall / I really don’t know
clouds at all” (Joni Mitchell)

Spatial thinking is not only defining the way we per-
ceive physical objects in our environment, their spatial
relations and movements. In order to be able to reason
about abstract concepts (and of course about immate-
rial physical phenomena like sound), we cannot but
imagine them similarly as things in space, subjected
to physical forces. Barbara Tversky formulates as one
of the “Laws of Cognition”: “Spatial thinking is the
foundation of abstract thought.” [37]

The metaphorical nature of cognition is verbalized
in expressions like “coming up in the weeks ahead”,
“she’s at the peak of her career”, “that was a low trick”,
“he is in a dark mood”, “that warmed my spirits”,
“they’re very close”, “he was overcome by emotion”,
“she was moved” [7, 39].

Among the dominant conceptual metaphors, Lakoff and
Johnson specify the orientational metaphors [7: 14ff],
spatial metaphors recurring to verticality, like

– happy is up; sad is down,
– conscious is up; unconscious is down,
– health and life are up; sickness and death are

down,
– having control or force is up; being subject to

control or force is down,
– good is up; bad is down,
– rational is up; emotional is down

It is striking that among all possible spatial orienta-
tions verticality appears to be unique. An explanation
is the experiential basis of the verticality metaphor, for
the posture of the body resembles the mood or emo-
tional state of a person as well as health or illness
[7]. Casasanto and Bottini further explicate: “Across
cultures, people spontaneously elevate the chest or
raise the arms above the head to express pride, and
hang the head or slump the shoulders to express shame.
Accordingly, upward- and downward-directed bodily
actions can influence the retrieval of emotional memo-
ries.” [40: 140]
The front/back axis denotes the direction of sight and of
movement, and is used e.g. for one-dimensional spatial
conceptualizations of time, where time is considered as
movement on a line in space, following either the “mov-
ing ego” (“we’re marching through time”) or the “mov-
ing time” (“time marches on”) metaphor [37: 163ff]:
“the past is behind us”, “there are obstacles in the way”,
“the best is yet to come”.
The left/right axis appears least meaningful among the
body related spatial axes, as the meaning of the lateral
position is not only dependent of handedness, but also
of reading and writing habits, constituting a cultural
code [36, 37]. Furthermore, left and right are reversed
in gestural communication, as speakers gesture from
their own point of view [37]. And besides handedness
and cultural habits, left and right are basically inter-
changeable due to the bi-lateral symmetry of the body.
Casasanto exemplifies the dominant left/right metaphor:

“Across languages and cultures, good things are often
associated with the right side of space and bad things
with the left. This association is evident in positive and
negative idioms like my “right-hand” man and “two
left feet”, and in the meanings of English words derived
from the Latin for “right” (dexter) and “left” (sinister)”
[41: 110-111]. The obvious experiential basis for this
conceptual metaphor is the person’s handedness – in
spatial preference experiments right- and left-handers
respond differently [41].
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3.3 Embodiment and space in music cognition

The philosophers Robert A. Wilson and Lucia Foglia
define the Embodiment Thesis: “Many features of cog-
nition are embodied in that they are deeply dependent
upon characteristics of the physical body of an agent,
such that the agent’s beyond-the-brain body plays a
significant causal role, or a physically constitutive role,
in that agent’s cognitive processing”, and they intro-
duce the main principle of embodied cognitive science:

“Without the involvement of the body in both sensing and
acting, thoughts would be empty, and mental affairs
would not exhibit the characteristics and properties
they do.” [42]

Different theories and findings from neuro- and cog-
nitive science advocate the body’s influential role in
cognition, perception and action, one being the famous
mirror neuron theory [43, 44, 45, 46]. Following this
conception, the mirror system produces knowledge of
an action, even when not performed but merely ob-
served: “We understand an action because the motor
representation of that action is activated in our brain”
[44: 661]. Based on the mirror system research, Gen-
tilucci and Corballis propose the evolution of language
from manual gestures [47]. This theory explains the
normative behavior of gesturing while speaking, and it
explains that gesturing and using our bodies in various
ways help us perform cognitive tasks better. Tversky
comments: “[Gestures] map thought directly. They
represent thought [...] as actions in space” [37: 130].

And, to add just one recent finding of music cogni-
tion research, gestures and bodily movements not just
express and facilitate thought and emotion, they even
influence the way we perceive sound: An upwards
or downwards directed gesture or bodily movement
(walking upstairs vs. downstairs; reaching up vs. down)
influences the perceived pitch of a tone according to
the height metaphor [35].

Embodied cognition theories link the mere spatial per-
ception with bodily experiences, rendering spatial struc-
tures meaningful through conceptual spatial metaphors.

Stumpf already asked “if [...] everytime we hear tones,
when we abandon ourselves speech- and thoughtless
to them, images of the spatial deep, high, raising and
falling link with this, self-acting”11 [1: 200f].

11“[...] ob also immer, wenn wir Töne hören, sprach- und gedan-
kenlos ihnen hingegeben, Bilder des räumlich Tiefen, Hohen, Auf-
und Absteigenden von selbst sich damit verknüpfen.”

The philosopher Gernot Böhme explicates the emo-
tional impact of “musical space”, the metaphorical
aural space spanned by high and low tones, that is

“experienced affectively”, namely “[low pitched ele-
ments] as heavy and burdensome, ascending elements
as alleviative and joyful”12[48: 266].

Now, considering the pitch/height (and pitch/size) map-
pings of the auditory object, one might ask if the related
conceptual metaphors of space are evoked: Do the em-
bodied conceptions of space have an impact on the
sensation of sound? Eitan and Timmers (2010) inves-
tigated the connection of pitch and metaphoric height
with conceptual metaphors and related associations,
finding e.g. “that ›dark‹ and ›winter‹ are appropriate
metaphors for low pitch”. They concluded: “In the
complexity of its relationships with non-auditory do-
mains, auditory pitch demonstrates how a basic percept
may intricately connote to diverse, seemingly remote
realms of experience. These cross-domain mappings
are often shared consensually while not explicitly ex-
pressed in the vocabulary.” [49]

4 Implications for an aesthetics of
spatial audio

In music production the dominant aesthetic paradigm is
the virtual frontal stage, complemented with a more or
less surrounding virtual architectural space that is either
recorded in the venue or created in post-production.
The stage paradigm is not only the natural approach for
working with stereo, but appears to be also the logical
approach for the production of music that is typically
performed on a stage.

In contrast, space and spatial audio have been crucial
creative devices in live performances of sonic arts and
electroacoustic music since the introduction of multi-
channel audio, utilized by artists like Schaeffer, Stock-
hausen, Xenakis or Boulez. As early as 1955/56, Karl-
heinz Stockhausen used five (later four) loudspeaker
groups surrounding the audience for the performance
of “Gesang der Jünglinge”, working with spatial effects
like static and moving auditory objects [50: 153].

However, the availability of technology seems not to
be the issue. Even in modern spatial audio productions

12“Breitgelagertes als schwer und bedrückend, Aufsteigendes
als erleichernd und freudig” – Böhme avoids the spatial metaphor
hoch/tief by using the very uncommon term “breitgelagert”, derived
from ancient Greek terminology for low-pitched tones (which of
course is just another metaphor, related to thickness).
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the creative potential of the immersive formats is rarely
used to full capacity. It appears like in the early days
of quadraphonic sound production aesthetics has been
more inventive and experimental, maybe inspired by
the creative experiments in sonic arts. The advertise-
ment text on the quadraphonic release of Miles Davis’s
Bitches Brew (CBS, 1971) is boasting about the creative
potentials: “The all-around-you presence of sound cou-
pled with the ability to move elements of the program
between any pair of speakers allows the utmost flexibil-
ity to artists, composers, and arrangers” – remarkably,
the recording engineers are not mentioned here, as the
spatialization is obvioulsly regarded an artistic task, as
a step in composition or arrangement. Needless to say,
the production impressively fulfills the promises.

An aesthetic approach beyond the stage paradigm and
inspired by sonic arts leads to what can be called audi-
tory scenography, where sounds are arranged in static
or dynamic three-dimensional scenes. The technical
prerequisite is object based, scene based or channel
based content rendered either for large scale loud-
speaker arrays or for binaural playback, preferably with
headtracking.

A scenographic approach takes advantage of physical
and of metaphorical space. Some characteristics are:

• The front and specifically the center position loses
its particular significance, as the front is dependent
of the orientation of the body or head.

• The vertical orientation might trigger conceptual
metaphors and related associations, as does the
metaphoric height of the sound. Thus height and
vertical movement will be experienced different
from horizontal placement and movement: There
is a truth behind the “Voice of God” joke.

• According to the crossmodal height metaphor, the
congruency of vertical position or movement of
auditory objects due to the interplay of metaphori-
cal and physical height becomes a stylistic device.

• Spatial movement becomes likewise a stylistic
device, very different from the movement induced
through stereo panning on the virtual frontal stage.

• The spatial impression of a scene might depend
on the utilization of irregular and in particular
oblique movements and structural orientations.

• Specifically in the binaural format, proximity can
become a more dominant feature than it already is
in headphone-compatible pop music production.

Although one might expect the scenographic paradigm
to be suitable rather for experimental musical genres,
a case study with traditional acoustic music showed
highest ratings for complex spatial arrangements with
moving auditory objects [51].

Besides these basic properties of a scenographic pro-
duction paradigm, spatial audio of course provides
more creative opportunities, one being Normandeau’s
“timbre spatialization” proposal of spectral decomposi-
tion and spatial distribution following the pitch/height
scheme [52]. Likewise, Diana Deutsch’s investigation
of pitch dependent lateral localization according to
the listener’s handedness (“Scale Illusion”) [53] offers
creative options for spatial effects due to incongruent
Gestalt factors constituting the auditory object, not just
in romantic orchestral works in traditional European
seating or chromatic organ music performed on large
symmetrically built instruments.

5 An artistic experiment in full 3D Audio

The perception of spatial scenes of auditory objects has
been investigated in a study in artistic research on the
aesthetics of spatial audio.

5.1 Test setup

In order to have access to the lower half-space the study
was performed in a studio equipped with a vertically
symmetric 14-channel playback system (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Experimental setup, Immersive Audio Lab

Spatial structures under investigation were composed
of 3, 4, and 5 distinctly different auditory objects (high
pitched constant hiss / irregular clicks / kalimba-like
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sound / deep impulsive noise / bass drone). The test
subjects were asked to reconstruct the perceived spatial
structures by means of a hardware controller (method
of adjustment). Azimuth and elevation angles could be
set individually for each auditory object.

25 persons, mainly graduate students with focus on
sound production, artists, and composers, participated
in the test. The subjects were individually situated in
the sweet spot, and they were blindfolded to eliminate
the visual factor of the loudspeaker array. Head move-
ments were expressly allowed to localize the sounds.

The loudspeaker array was set up as follows:

• top center

• upper layer four channels 0◦ / ±90◦ / 180◦

elevation 32...37◦

• middle layer four channels ±35◦ / ±145◦

• lower layer four channels 0◦ / ±90◦ / 180◦

elevation −30...−37◦

• bottom center

The signals were rendered in Max/MSP with Ircam
Spat5 in 7th order Ambisonics and decoded for the
loudspeaker array with the IEM AllRADecoder.

5.2 Spatial compositions under test

The different sound elements were arranged using three
regular geometric structures:

• linear arrangement of three equidistant elements
(“line”)

• surrounding arrangement of four equidistant ele-
ments (“square”)

• surrounding arrangement of five equidistant ele-
ments (“pentagon”)

These geometric structures were presented to the test
subjects in different spatial orientations. For example, a
horizontal, an oblique and a vertical variant was derived
from the linear arrangement. In this way, only the
position of the overall structure in relation to the listener
was changed, while its internal geometric relationship
was retained.

The individual sounds used for the spatial compositions
differ in their temporal and spectral properties consider-
ably from each other. When listening to all the sounds
each fights for attention. Especially the differences in
the temporal and spectral properties display the spatial
structure more clearly.

5.3 Preliminary results

According to the test subjects, listening to and restoring
configurations of five sound elements required a high
level of concentration, while configurations of three el-
ements were relatively easy to master. Accordingly, the
arrangements of three elements were processed much
faster than those with five elements, and the accuracy
of the restored positions was higher.

Fig. 4: Reconstruction result example: frontal horizon-
tal “line” arrangement of 3 sounds (left to right:
high pitched constant noise / irregular clicks
/ deep impulsive noise), 25 test subjects, size
depicts the angular standard deviation

Systematic vertical deviations of the reconstructed au-
ditory objects appear to be consistent with the height
metaphor, the spatial scattering consistent with the size
and thickness metaphors (Fig. 4).

The majority of the test persons stated that they per-
ceive an overall spatial impression as well as being
able to identify individual sounds one after the other,
thus switching between the scene and the individual
auditory objects.

During the experiment, clear differences between ver-
tical and horizontal variants of a geometric structure
were found. In the reconstruction, vertical deviations of
a horizontal arrangement were considerably larger than
horizontal deviations of a vertical arrangement, most
obviously in the rather complex “pentagon” stucture.
This suggests that vertical sonic structures are more
easily identified and more precisely reconstructed than
is the case with horizontal arrangements.

More results will be presented in [54].
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6 Summary

Although crossmodal effects and the role of embod-
iment in the perception of sound have been studied
extensively during the past decades, and although their
impact not just on language, but also on the cognition
of sound is known, spatial audio is often regarded a
solely technical issue, and spatial production a task
comparable to traditional stereo or surround mixing.

The scenographical production paradigm proposed
here takes some of the interdependencies and inter-
ferences of physical and metaphorical properties of
complex auditory scenes into account, adopting spa-
tial composition principles of sonic arts and electroa-
coustic/acousmatic music, and thus attempting to take
advantage of the rarely explored aesthetic potential of
spatial audio, including complex spatial scenes of mov-
ing auditory objects. In such a production approach the
spatialization is rather a crucial step in the composition
process than a mere mixing task.

Assuming the widespread availability of binaural ren-
dering including headtracking in computers and digi-
tal mobile devices, such a novel production aesthetics
for spatial audio beyond the frontal stage paradigm of
stereo, surround, and traditional 3D productions ap-
pears reasonable and worthwile.

Experiments and case studies with both electracoustic
compositions and traditional music productions support
this aesthetic approach.
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